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1. INTRODUCTION 
In his recent memoir [12], R. T. Moore discusses various con- 
ditions under which a weakly continuous representation of agroup on a 
locally convex space X actually is continuous with respect to the 
initial topology on X. A very special example is the classical result 
due to Godement, that a weakly continuous unitary representation 
of a locally compact group on a Hilbert space is strongly continuous. 
One of Moore’s main theorems states that if T is a weakly continuous 
representation of a locally compact group on a locally convex 
Hausdorff space, and if T is locally equicontinuous (precise definitions 
will be given later), then T is continuous. It is not hard to see, 
however, that a representation may be continuous without satisfying 
the condition of local equicontinuity. 
In Section 2 of this paper we give a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for a weakly continuous representation to be continuous. 
Using this criterion we are able to obtain some new results which are 
not covered by Moore’s methods. In Section 3 we give a discussion 
of the relationship between our criterion and the condition 
of local equicontinuity. In Section 3 we also show that a weakly 
continuous representation on a metrizable locally convex space X is 
automatically locally equicontinuous, and therefore continuous. This 
result generalizes Theorem 2.8 of [3] where X is required to be a 
Banach space. 
The main advantage of our criterion however, lies in that in some 
cases it enables us to conclude that a representation T of a group G 
on a locally convex space X is continuous if the maps 
g --+.we4; gEG, XEX 
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are continuous only for those f which belong to a subspace Y of the 
dual X* of X. Clearly, this is a weaker assumption than weak 
continuity. This is a situation one encounters in the mathematical 
description of quantum mechanics. To be specific, we may say that a 
physical system is a C*-algebra A together with a certain family S, 
of (physically meaningful) states on A (see [7]). A dynamical group 
is a one-parameter group t--t vt of affine w*-unimorphisms of 
SO into itself. As shown in [7] one may always associate a one- 
parameter group t -+ 01~ of C*-automorphisms of A to a dynamical 
group, such that 
for all p E SO , x E A and t E R. This is tantamount to describing the 
dynamics in terms of a so-called Heisenberg picture (observables 
moving in time). In Section 5 we apply some of the results obtained 
in this paper to this situation, and show that if A is norm-separable 
and the maps t --t p(al(x)) are continuous for all p E S, , x E A, then 
the maps t -+ al(x) are norm-continuous for each x E A. We also 
show that if 01 is a representation of a group G by *-automorphisms 
on a von Neumann algebra R, continuous in the weak operator 
topology, then there is a C*-subalgebra A, weakly dense in R, 
or-invariant, such that g -+ E,(X) is norm-continuous for each x E A. 
We wish to express our gratitude to R. T. Moore for several 
stimulating discussions on the subject, to J. M. G. Fell for helpful 
comments, and J. Glimm for asking whether the result concerning 
C*-algebras mentioned above was true or not. 
We also wish to thank the referee for several helpful comments, 
which led to a shortening of some of the proofs, and a more general 
version of Theorem 2. 
In this paper, locally convex spaces are generally not assumed to be 
Hausdorff. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS ON LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 
In what follows, let G be a locally compact group, X a locally convex 
linear space, X * = the dual of X = the linear space of all continuous 
linear functionals on X. Let aut(X) denote the group of all continuous 
linear automorphisms of X. 
DEFINITION. A representation T of G on X is a homomorphism of 
G into aut(X). T is continuous if the map 
g -+ T,x; gEG 
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is continuous for each x E X. T is weakly continuous if this map is 
continuous when X is given the weak topology o(X, X*). T is jointly 
continuous if the map (g, x) + Tgx of G x X into X is continuous. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a representation of G on X, and let A be a 
circled convex subset of X with the relative topology from X. Among the 
conditions below, the following implications hold: 
(i) * (ii) 3 (iii) 3 (iv). 
If T is continuous, (iv) * (i), i.e., all conditions are equivalent. 
(i) T : G x A + X is jointly continuous. 
(ii) T : G x A --t X is jointly continuous at a single point 
kc, , 0) E G x A. 
(iii) For each compact set K C G, the family {T, 1 A : g E K} is 
equicontinuous at 0. 
(iv) For each compact set K C G, the family {T, 1 A : g E K} is 
uniformly equicontinuous on A. 
Proof. (i) Z- (ii) obvious. 
(ii) 3 (iii). We first show that T is jointly continuous at each 
point (g, 0) E G x A, Assume that T 1 G x A is jointly continuous 
at (g, , 0), and let gr E G be given, Let W be an arbitrary neighborhood 
of 0 in X. There are neighborhoods U of e in G (e = the identity 
element of G) and V of 0 in X such that if g E Ug, and x E V n A, 
then Tex E TBoB$ W). Let U, be a neighborhood of e in G such 
that g,,g,lU,g,gil C U. Then, for g E U,g, (so g = hg, , h E U,) and 
x E V n A we obtain: 
Hence T+x E W, and we have proved joint continuity of T j G x A at 
(81 9 0). 
Now let K be a given compact subset of G, and let W be an arbitrary 
neighborhood of 0 as above. For each g E G there are neighborhoods 
U,ofgand VgofOinXsuchthat T,(V~nA)CWforallhEUg. 
As g runs through K, finitely many of the Ug’s cover K. Let 
{Vgi ; i = l,..., n> be the corresponding family of Vg’s, and let 
V = n {Vgi ; i = l,..., n}: Then, for all gEK: T,(Vn A)CW, 
which proves (iii). 
(iii) 3 (iv). Let K and W be as above. Assuming (iii) there is a 
neighborhood V of 0 in X such that Te( V n A) Z @’ for all g E K. 
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Now let x, y E A and assume that x - y E 2V. Then 9(x - y) E V n A 
since A is circled and convex, so TBx - T,y = 2T,((x - y)/2) E W 
for all g E K. This proves (iv). 
Now suppose that T is continuous, and that (iv) is true. Let 
(g, x) E G x A be arbitrary, and choose an arbitrary neighborhood W 
of 0 in X. Choose another neighborhood WI of 0 such that 
WI + W, C W. Since T is continuous and G is locally compact, there 
is a compact neighborhood U of g in G such that T,x - Thx E WI 
if h E U. By (iv) there is a neighborhood V of 0 in X such that if 
y E A and x - y E V, then Thx - Thy E W, for all h E U. Hence, for 
h E U, y E A and x - y E V we have 
T,x - Thy = T,x - Thx + Thx - Thy E W, + W, C W. 
This proves (i), and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Let T be a representation of G on X. For each g E G, TO has an 
adjoint T,* on X*, since Tg is continuous. T,* is a linear auto- 
morphism of X*, and we have (T,-,)* = (T,*)-l. Let G denote the 
locally compact group obtained from G by inverting the multiplication, 
i.e., (g, h) + hg; g, h E G. Then g -+ TB* is a homomorphism of G 
into the group of linear automorphisms of X*. For each g E G, Tg* is 
w*-continuous, and is also continuous with respect to the strong 
topology on X* ([IO], 21.5 and 21.6). Hence, when X* is given any 
of these topologies, 
is a representation of i: on X *. We call T* the adjoint representation 
of T. 
More generally, let X and Y be paired linear spaces. We do not 
assume the pairing to be separated. Let X and Y have the locally 
convex topologies a(X, Y) and o(Y, X), respectively. 
DEFINITION. A dual representation of G on (X, Y) is a pair (T, T’) 
such that 
(i) T is a representation of G on X. 
(ii) T’ is a representation of G on Y. 
(iii) For each g E G, x E X, y E Y: 
<T,x, Y> = <x, To?> 
Remark 1. Dual representations were first considered by Mackey 
[I11* 
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Remark 2. (iii) in the definition means that T and T’ are adjoints 
of each other. Observe that (iii) together with (i) or (ii) imply the 
remaining condition. By (iii) it also follows directly that T is con- 
tinuous if and only if T’ is continuous. We say that (T, T’) is (weakly) 
,continuous if this is the case. 
Remark 3. If T is a representation of G on a locally convex space, 
X, then each Tg is u(X, X*)-continuous ([IO], 21.5). By the remarks 
preceding the definition above, it therefore follows that (T, T*) 
is a dual representation of G on (X, X*). Clearly T is weakly con- 
tinuous if and only if (T, T*) is weakly continuous. 
Again, let X and Y be paired linear spaces. Let zz2 be an admissible 
family of convex circled u(Y, X)-b ounded subsets of Y (relative to 
the pairing (X, Y)). I.e. 9-d = the topology of uniform convergence 
on sets A E s?’ for X is stronger than the u(X, Y)-topology and weaker 
than the strong topology for X with respect to Y ([IO], p. 167). 
DEFINITION. Let (T, T’) be a dual representation of G on (X, Y). 
We say that T’ is locally &-equicontinuous if for each A E & there 
is a neighborhood U of e in G such that {Tg’ 1 A : g E U} is equi- 
continuous. 
Remark 4. If (T, T’) is weakly continuous, then the requirement 
that for a given A E &‘, the family {T,’ 1 A : g E U} shall be equi- 
continuous for some neighborhood U of e, is equivalent to any of the 
four conditions of Lemma 1. Indeed, the condition above is easily 
seen to imply (ii) in Lemma 1, taking g, = e, and it is implied by (iv) 
.since G is locally compact. 
We now state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let (T, T’) be a weakly continuous dual representation 
Qf G on (X, Y), and let S? be an admissible family of subsets of Y. 
Suppose that each Tg : g E G, is 3&-continuous on X. Then T is a 
F,-continuous representation of G on X if and only if T’ is locally 
&-equicontinuous. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be obtained by first proving a special 
case of it. Let X be a locally convex space. If ~4 is a co-base for the 
-family of equicontinuous subsets of X*, then the topology of X may 
be described as the topology of uniform convergence on elements of 
JS’ ([IO], 17.7). With ~2 such a co-base, we have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G 
on X. Then T is continuous if and only if T* is locally &‘-equicontinuous. 
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Proof It is easily verified that T is continuous if and only if 
Tp -+ x uniformly on each A E J$‘, for each x E X, whenever g -+ e 
in G. X* is given the w*-topology which is Hausdorff, and without 
loss of generality we may assume that each A E ~4 is convex, circled 
and compact. Fix an arbitrary set A E &‘, and let V(A) denote the 
linear space of all continuous complex-valued functions on A. 
If 4 E q(A), let II 4 IL = supfsa I $(f)l. For x E X g E G, let 
xg denote the function defined on A by T9x, i.e., x,(f) = f(T,x); 
f E A. Clearly x8 E %?(A) for all g E G, x E A. T is continuous if and 
only if g + e implies that 11 x9 - x, IIA + 0 for each x E X and each 
AEd. 
Now assume that T* is locally &‘-equicontinuous, and let x E X 
and A E &’ be given. There is a compact neighborhood U of e in G 
such that {T,* 1 A : g E U} is equicontinuous. Let 
9 = {xg :ge U>Cq4). 
Then 
(1) 9 is an equicontinuous subset of %?(A). Indeed, let E > 0, 
be given. By Lemma 1 there is a w*-neighborhood Vof 0 in X* such 
that if f,f’EA and f-f’ E K then I(T,*f)(x) - (T,*f ‘)(x)1 < E 
for all g E U. But then j x,(f) - x,(f’)j = / f(T& - f ‘(T*x)I = 
I( TB*f )(x) - (T,*f ‘)(x)1 < E for all g E U, which proves (1). 
(2) g is uniformly bounded in V(A). Indeed: The map g --+ T,x. 
is weakly continuous, so the set (T+x : g E U> is weakly compact,, 
hence weakly bounded, and therefore also bounded in the initial 
topology in X ([IO], 17.5). S ince A is equicontinuous, the polar 
A, of A is a neighborhood of 0 in X, so there is a constant M > 0 
such that (TBx : g E U} C M * A,, . Hence 1 f( Tp)] < M for all f E A, 
g E U, which implies that I/ xe [IA < M for all g E U. This proves (2).. 
Now, combining (1) and (2) we obtain the Ascoli-theorem ([6],. 
IV 6.7) that 9 is relatively compact in %‘(A) in the uniform topology. 
Using the assumption that T is weakly continuous again, we see that 
if g -+ e in G, then x,(f) --+ xc(f) for each f E A, i.e., xrr converges 
pointwise to x, on A. The topologies of pointwise convergence and 
uniform convergence coincide on 9, so, since we may assume g E U 
when g -+ e, it follows that II x8 - x, \jA ---f 0. This shows that T is 
continuous. 
Conversely, if T is continuous, let A E .& be arbitrary, and let U 
be any compact neighborhood of e in G. To show that (T,* I A : g E U} 
is equicontinuous it is sufficient to show that the family 
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9 = {x, : g E U} is equicontinuous in %?(A) for arbitrary x E X, 
since a finite number of x-es will determine any w*-neighborhood of 0 
in X*. However, if T is continuous, then 9 is compact in V(A), 
hence equicontinuous. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Y, = {y E Y : (x, y) = 0; Vx E X]. 
Then Y,, is a T’-invariant subspace of Y, and T’ lifts canonically to 
a representation T’ on Y/Y0 . (X, Y/Y& is a pair in a natural way, 
and X separates the points of Y/Y,, . (T, T’) becomes a dual represen- 
tation of G on (X, Y/Y,,). (T, p) is continuous if an only if (T, T’) 
is continuous. Let d denote the family of images of the set A E d 
under the canonical map Y -+ Y/Y,, . The topologies rd (relative 
to Y) and ys (relative to Y/Y,,) for X will coincide, and it is easily 
seen that T’ is locally &-equicontinuous if and only if rf’ is locally 
d-equicontinuous. In the proof of Theorem 1, we may therefore 
assume that X separates the points of Y. 
Let X* denote the dual of X with respect to 9&. Since r& is 
stronger than a(X, Y), and X separates points of Y, we may regard Y 
as a linear subspace of X *. Let ZZZ’ denote the family of convex circled 
0(X*, X)-closed hulls in X* of the sets in &. Formally &” = 
{(A,,)O : A E &}. Since the family {A, : A E &} is a local base for 
9-d in X, it follows that JZZ’ is a cobase for the family of equicontinuous 
subsets of X*. With the Hausdorff topology 0(X*, X) on X*, each 
A’ E &’ is compact ([IO], 17.4). By assumption T is a representation 
of G on (X, y-$). Hence the adjoint representation T* exists and 
(T, T*) becomes a dual representation of G on (X, X*) (Remark 3). 
We observe that T,* 1 Y = TB’ for all g E G, and that a(X*, X) 
relativized to Y is the topology U( Y, X). Moreover, by the bipolar 
theorem ([IO], 16.3), each A E d is dense in A’ = (A,)O E at”. 
Now, if T is 9-&-continuous, then T* is locally &‘-equicontinuous 
by Proposition 1. By the remarks above it follows that T’ is locally 
2Z?-equicontinuous. 
Conversely, assume that T’ is locally ti-equicontinuous. To show 
that T is r&-continuous, it is by prop. 1 sufficient to show 
that T is u(X, X*)-continuous, and that T* is locally &‘-equi- 
continuous. Let A’ = (A,)O E &“; A E ~2. By assumption there is a 
neighborhood U of e in G such that { TB’ 1 A : g E U} is equicontinuous. 
We claim that {T,* 1 A’ : g E U} is equicontinuous. By Lemma 1 it 
is sufficient to show this at 0 E A’. Let IV be a closed neighborhood 
of 0 in X*, and choose an open neighborhood V of 0 in X* such 
that T,‘(A n V) C W for all g E U. Since V is open A’ n V C A n V, 
so T,*(A’ n V) C T,*(A n V) C W for all g E U, since each TB* is 
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w*-continuous. Hence T* is locally M-equicontinuous. To see that 
T is a(X, X*)-continuous, let x E X and ~CZ X* be arbitrary. It is 
sufficient to show that f( Tgx - x) --+ 0 if g --+ e in G. The one point 
set (f> C X* is clearly an equicontinuous subset of X* with respect 
to JF-jg , so there is a set A E & such that f E A’, i.e., f belongs to the 
closure of A in X*. Let U be a neighborhood of e in G such that 
(T,* / A’ : g E U} is equicontinuous. Suppose that E > 0 is given, 
and choose a neighborhood V of 0 in X* such that if f’ E A’ and 
f -f’f V, then 
I(T,*f)w - (T,*f’)(x)l -=c ; ; ge u. (1) 
Now, since A is dense in A’, we may choose f’ E A such that 
f -f’ E V. T is 0(X, Y)- con inuous t by assumption, so we can find a 
neighborhood U, C U of e such that 
Then, if 
If’(T#Y - x)I <; if gEU1. (2) 
g E u : If(T,x - x)1 
< If(T,x) --f’(Tp)l + lf’(T,x - 41 + If’(X) -f(4l 
= l(T,*f@> - (T,*f’)b)l + If’(T$ - 4 + l(T,*f’)w - (Te*f)Ml 
by (1) and (2). H ence T is u(X, X*)-continuous, and the proof of 
theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark 5. We observe that Proposition 1 is the special case of 
Theorem 1 obtained when Y = X*. 
Let X be a locally convex space, X* its dual. The strong topology 
for X* is the topology of uniform convergence on the family .g of 
convex, circled g(X, X*)-bounded subsets of X. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G 
on X. Then T* is a continuous representation of e on X* (with strong 
topology) if and only if T is locally .GS9-equicontinuous. 
Proof. 39 is an admissible family of subsets of X relative to the 
duality (X, X*) (in fact, the largest such family). Each T,* is strongly 
continuous, and the dual representation (T*, T) of G on (X*, X) 
is weakly continuous, so Theorem 1 applies. The result follows. 
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3. LOCAL EQUICONTINUITY vs. LOCAL d-EQUICONTINUITY 
Let X be a locally convex space, and let T be a representation of a 
locally compact group G on X. 
DEFINITION. T is locally equicontinuous if there is a neighborhood 
U of e in G such that {T, : g E U} is equicontinuous on X. 
Remark 1. Locally equicontinuous representations were first 
studied by Schwarz [14] and Bruhat [1.5]. Application of Lemma 1, 
with A = X, yields that a representation T is jointly continuous if 
and only if it is continuous and locally equicontinuous. This result 
can be sharpened considerably. We have the following theorem 
(Moore [12], Theorem 3.3). 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a weakly continuous, locally equicontinuous, 
representation of G on X. Then T is jointly continuous. 
Proof. In [12] the theorem is proved under the assumption that 
X is HausdorfI. In the general case, let X,, be the intersection of all 
the neighborhoods of the origin in X. It is easily seen that X0 is a 
T-invariant closed linear subspace of X. The quotient topology on 
X/X, is locally convex, Hausdorff, and T lifts to a representation T 
of G on X/X,. A straightforward verification shows that weak 
continuity, continuity, joint continuity and local equicontinuity for T 
is equivalent to the analogous property for T. This argument reduces 
the general case to the Hausdor@ case. (We are indebted to the 
referee for this observation). 
Theorem 2 motivates a study of the relationship between local 
equicontinuity of a representation, and the concept of local &-equi- 
continuity introduced in the preceding section. 
We first observe that a continuous representation need not be 
locally equicontinuous. 
EXAMPLE. (J. M. G. Fell, private communication). Let X = 
V(R) = the linear space of all continuous real-valued functions on 
the real line, with the topology of pointwise convergence, which makes 
X into a locally convex HausdorfI-space. Let G be the additive group 
of R, and define, for f E X, s, t E R: 
Then, clearly T is a continuous, but not locally equicontinuous 
representation of G on X. 
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In spite of this example there are several cases where local equi- 
continuity is automatic. Moore [12] observes that a weakly continuous 
representation on a barrelled space is always locally equicontinuous. 
By a slight extension of an argument used by Fell (private communi- 
cation) we can show that the same is true if X is pseudo-metrizable. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a pseudo-metrizable locally convex space. 
If T is a weakly continuous representation of G on X, then T is 1ocalLv 
equicontinuous. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that there is a neighborhood U of 
e in G such that (T, : g E U} is equicontinuous at 0. Let W be a convex, 
closed neighborhood in X, and let {Vn}neN be a local base around 0. 
For each n E N, let 
F, = {g E G : T&V,) C W> = n {g E G : T,(x) E W}. 
ZE v, 
Since W is convex and closed, it is weakly closed. T is weakly con- 
tinuous, so it follows that F, is closed in G for each n. For each g E G, 
Tg is continuous on X, so there is an n such that T,( V,) C W. Hence 
Now G is locally compact, hence of the second category in itself, 
so there is an open set D C G; D # o and D C Fn, for some n, . 
Let g, E D and choose a neighborhood V of 0 such that T,$ V) C Vm, . 
Let U = Dg;l so U becomes an open neighborhood of e in G. Let 
x~Vandg~U,sog=hg$;h~D.Then 
T,x = Th( Tg;lx) E Th( Vno) C W. 
Hence T,(V) C W for all g E U. The proof is complete. 
Combined with Theorem 2, this result immediately gives the 
following 
COROLLARY 1. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G 
on a pseudo-metrizable locally convex space X. Then T is jointly con- 
tinuous. 
The last result has a useful generalization. If X is a locally convex 
space, and r is a family of pseudo-norms on X, then we say that I’ 
is a calibration of X if r determines the topology of X. For a given 
calibration r, let 4Yr(X) denote the linear space of all linear operators 
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on X which are continuous with respect to each pseudo-norm p E r. 
I.e., if A is a linear operator on X, then A E %r(X) if and only if 
sup{p(Ax) :p(z) < 1; x E X} < co 
for all p E r. We call @r(X) the set of ultracontinuous operators on X 
with respect to P. For a discussion of @r(X) and related subjects, 
see Moore [13]. 
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a locally convex space, and let T be a 
weakly continuous representation of G on X. If there is a calibration P 
of X such that T(G) C er(X), then T is jointly continuous. 
Proof. Suppose that I’ is a calibration for X such that 
T(G) C er(X). Let (g, x) E G x X be arbitrary. We must show that 
ifh--+ginGandy --t x in X, then p( Thy - Tex) --f 0 for any p E r. 
Let p E I’ be given, so (X, p) is a pseudo-normed linear space, and 
Tk is a bounded linear operator on (X, p) for each k E G. Each 
continuous linear functional on (X, p) belongs to X*, so T is a weakly 
continuous representation of G on (X, p). Hence by Corollary 1, 
T is jointly continuous on (X, p), and the proof is complete. 
Before we state the main results of this section, we need a lemma, 
which is supposedly well known. 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Y be linear spaces in duality, and let & be 
an admissible family of subsets of Y with respect o X. Let 9 be a family 
of o(X, Y)-continuous linear maps on X. Then 9 is Jr&-equicontinuous 
if and only if, for each A E -02, there is B E &’ such that S’(A) _C B 
for all S E 9, where S’ is the adjoint of S. 
A proof may be adapted from [ZO], 21.2 and 21.3. The details 
are left to the reader. 
Let X be a locally convex space, and let JZZ be a cobase for the 
family of equicontinuous subsets of X*. Let X* have the w*-topology. 
THEOREM 3. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G on X. 
About the conditions: 
(1) T is continuous. 
(2) T* is locally &‘-equicontinuous 
(3) T is locally equicontinuous 
the following statements hold: 
(a) In general: (1) 0 (2) -4= (3) 
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(b) If X is barrelled or metrizable, then (l), (2), and (3) all hold. 
(c) If X is a Mackey-space and the w*-closed convex, circled hull 
of any w*-compact subset of X* is w*-compact, then (l), (2) and (3) 
are all equivalent. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow directly from earlier results. (c) is proved 
by combining Lemma 1, Section 2 and Lemma 1 above. The details 
are omitted. 
COROLLARY 3. Let T be a continuous representation on a Mackey 
space X, and suppose that the w *-closed convex, circled hull of any 
w*-compact subset of X* is w* -compact. Then T is jointly continuous. 
For the adjoint representation, the situation is somewhat different. 
Let X and X* be as above, and let 9? be a co-base for the bounded, 
convex and circled subsets of X. Let X have the weak topology 
0(X, X*), and let X* have the strong topology. 
THEOREM 4. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G on X. 
About the conditions: 
(I) T* is continuous 
(2) T is locally &Y-equicontinuous 
(3) T* is locally equicontinuous 
the following statements hold: 
(a) In general: (1) 0 (2) ti (3) 
(b) If X is semi-refixive, then all conditions (l), (2) and (3) are 
equivalent. 
The proof is simple, and is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose T* is a strongly continuous adjoint repre- 
sentation on X*. Then T* is jointly continuous. 
We conclude this section with a result linking continuity of T to 
continuity of T*. 
COROLLARY 5. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G 
on a bornological space X. If T* is strongly continuous, then T is jointly 
continuous. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4(a) T* is locally equicontinuous. It is an 
easy matter to show that T is locally equicontinuous. T is therefore 
jointly continuous by Theorem 2. The proof is complete. 
For some other related results, we refer the reader to [I2]. 
4. SEPARABILITY AND CONTINUITY 
We have already seen that in several cases a weakly continuous 
representation will be continuous and even jointly continuous. In the 
present section we shall discuss the effect separability of the locally 
convex space X has on this question. 
First, let X and Y be linear spaces in duality, and let ~2 be an 
admissible family of subsets of Y relative to X. 
LEMMA 1. Let (T, T’) be a weakly continuous dual representation 
of G on <X V, and suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 
(I) For each A E ,1;4, there is an open neighborhood U of e in G 
such that the set (T,‘f : g E U, f E A) is u( Y, X)-metrizable. 
Then T’ is locally &‘-equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let A E & be arbitrary, and choose an open symmetric 
neighborhood U of e so that C = {T,‘f : g E 17, f E A} is u( Y, X)- 
metrizable. Clearly 0 E C, so there is a countable family of open sets 
{V,} _C Y such that {V, n C} constitutes a local base around 0 in C. 
Let W be a closed neighborhood of 0 in Y. For each n, let F, = 
{g E G : T,‘( V, n C) C IV> = r)fcv,nc {g E G : Tg’(f) E w>. Since T’ 
is (weakly) continuous, F, is closed in G for all n. For each g E G, 
TB’ is (weakly) continuous on Y, so there is a neighborhood V of 0 
such that T,‘(V) C IV. By the choice of {V,} there is an n such that 
V,nCCVnC. Hence T,‘(V,nC)CT,‘(VnC)ZT,‘(V)CW, 
and there G = uz=i F, . Now U is open in G, hence locally compact, 
and {F, n U} is a covering of U of relatively closed sets. By the Baire 
theorem it follows that there is an open nonvoid set D C Fn, n U 
for some n, . D is open in G since U is open. Pick an element g, E D 
and choose an open neighborhood of Vu0 of 0 in Y such that 
c;wLJ c VT%, * Let U, = Dg$ so U, is an open neighborhood of e. 
LetgEU1andxEVgOnA.Theng=hg;‘;hED,so 
T;x = Th’( T;,Ix) E Th’( T;,I( Vgo n A)) 
= Th’(T;p( V,J n T&4)) _C Th’( Vno n C) 
since U is symmetric. Now h E D so the last set is contained in W. 
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This shows that T’ : G x A -+ Y is jointly continuous at (e, 0). The 
lemma now follows by Lemma 1, Section 2. 
Let X, Y be as above, and let W be the family of all convex circled, 
o(Y, X)-bounded subsets of Y. The strong topology &X, Y) for X 
is the topology of uniform convergence on members of W. X is 
strongly separable if there is a countable subset of X, dense with 
respect to fl(X, Y). 
THEOREM 5. Let T be a weakly continuous representation of G on a 
locally convex space X. If X is strongly separable (rel. /3(X, X*)) 
then T is continuous in the initial topology of X. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, all we have to do is to verify 
Condition (I) of Lemma 1. First, we claim that if X is strongly 
separable, then each set WE W is 0(X*, X)-metrizable. Indeed, if 
Woo is the bipolar of W in the strong dual (X, fl)* of X, then WOO is 
u((X, /3)*, X)-compact ([IO], 17.4). Hence Woo is metrizable in this 
topology ([IO], 16.7). Since we may regard W as contained in Woo, 
the claim is valid. To verify Condition (I), let U be any compact 
neighborhood of e in G, and let A E & be arbitrary, where & is the 
family of polars in X* of neighborhoods of 0 in X. Then A is convex, 
circled, a(X*, X)-compact. For any f E A, the set {T,*f : g E U} is 
0(X*, X)-compact since T* is 0(X*, X)-continuous. Hence 
{T,*(A) : g E U} is o(X *, X)-bounded by [IO], 12.4. i.e. there is a 
set WE W such that (T,*(A) : g E U} C IV. This proves that 
Condition (I) holds, and thereby the theorem. The proof is complete. 
Conjecture. In Theorem 5, the assumption that X is strongly 
separable, can be replaced by the weaker assumption that X is 
separable in its initial topology. 
Let X, Y be paired linear spaces. 
THEOREM 6. Let (T, T’) be a weakly continuous dual representation 
of G on (X, Y), and let A?’ be an admissible family in Y. Suppose that 
(i) T is locally 9’-equicontinuous 
(ii) Each set A E &’ is u(Y, X)-metrizable. 
Then T is a FM-continuous representation on X. 
Proof. Since T is locally 9-,-equicontinuous, it follows by 
Lemma 1, Section 3 and (ii) above that Condition (I) of Lemma 1, 
Section 4 is satisfied. So T’ is locally &‘-equicontinuous, and therefore, 
by Theorem 1, T is 9-&-continuous. 
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Remark. It may be noted that Theorem 2, in the special cases 
where G or X is separable, follows from Theorem 6. Indeed, if T is 
a weakly continuous, locally equicontinuous representation of G on a 
separable space X, then (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6 is satisfied if JZ! is 
taken to be the family of equicontinuous subsets of X*. Hence T is 
continuous. By the “rational combinations trick” (Moore [22], 
Remark p. 35) the same is true if G is separable without any separa- 
bility assumption on X. The interesting thing about this approach is 
that it does not make any use of the Haarmeasure on G, the existence 
of which is instrumental in Moore’s proof of Theorem 2. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO DYNAMICS AND C*-ALGEBRAS 
In this section A will denote a C*-algebra with identity, and G will 
be a locally compact group. A state on A is a positive linear functional 
p satisfying p(Z) = 1, where I is the identity of A. The set of all states 
on A will be denoted by S. S is a convex subset of the norm-dual A* 
of A, and S is compact in the w*-topology. A convex subset F of S 
is said to be a full family of states if x E A, p(x) < 0 for all p E F 
implies that x > 0. 
Let A* have the w*-topology. A convex subset F of S is full if and 
only if F is dense in S([7], Th eorem 2.2). We are going to let the 
group G act on a full set of states F. Let A(F) denote the group of all 
affine uniformly bicontinuous transformations of F. 
DEFINITION. A dynamical system is a triple (A, F, v), where F is a 
full set of states on A, and v is a homomorphism of G into the group 
A(F) such that g + v,(p)(x) is continuous for each p E F, x E A. 
We refer the reader to Kadison [7] for a discussion of and motivation 
for the definition above. While Kadison gives the above definition 
for G = R only, it is not necessary to restrict ourselves to this 
situation here. To be able to apply the results of the preceding sections 
of this paper, we first observe that a dynamical group gives rise to a 
certain dual representation. Let F be a full set of states, and let E be 
the linear subspace of A* spanned by F. A C*-automorphism @ of A 
is a linear *-preserving bijection of A onto itself such that 
(or equivalently @(x2) = Q(x)” for each x E A). 
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PROPOSITION 1. The triple (A, F, v), with F a full set of states, is a 
dynamical system if and only if there is a unique weakly continuous dual 
representation (01, v’) of G on (A, E), such that each 01~ is a C*-auto- 
morphism of A, and v’ / F = v. 
Proof. Suppose (A, F, v) to be a dynamical system. By [7], 
Theorem 3.3 (the same proof as for R goes through for G) there is a 
homomorphism g + ayg of G into the group of C*-automorphisms 
of A such that 
f(%W = %(f)(x) (wf 
for each p E F, x E A and g E G. Now F is full, so E separates points 
of A, and {A, E) is a nondegenerate duality. By assumption and 
(*) it follows that each ag is continuous on A with respect to the 
topology a(A, E), and that g -+ $(a,(~)) is continuous for each x E A, 
4 E E. Each olg has an adjoint vg’ on E such that 
+(%w = %V)(X) (**I 
for each 4 E E, x E A and g E G. Clearly (01, v’) is a weakly continuous 
dual representation of G on (A, E) with the required properties. 
The uniqueness is obvious. The converse follows from the “only if” 
part of Theorem 3.3 [7], and is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a full set of states, and let x E A be self-adjoint. 
Then II x II = SupwF I P(X)!. 
Proof. With x self-adjoint we have x = x+ - x-, where xf, 
x- > 0 and /I x I/ = max{l’l x+ 11, ]I x- II>. Since II x /I = II -x // we may 
assume that jl x /j = /I x+ I/. Let E > 0 be given. Since F is w*-dense in 
S, and II x+ II = qpES P(x+), th ere is p E F such that p(x+) < /I x+ // - c. 
Now 
11 Xf // = [I Xf + x- 11 3 p(x+ f x-) 
= P(x*) + p(x-) 2 II x+ II - E + p(.x-), 
so p(x-) < E. Hence 
PC.4 = f(X') - p(x-) 2 II x+ II - E - E 
= I/ x 11 - 2E. 
Since E was arbitrary and p(x) < II x 11 for all p E F, it follows that 
II x 11 = suppsF 1 p(x)l. The proof is complete. 
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THEOREM 7. Let (A,F,v) b e a dynamical system, with A norm- 
separable. Then the associated representation 01 of G by C*-automorphims 
on A is norm-continuous, i.e., g -+ e in G implies that Ij a,(x) - x 11 -+ 0 
for each XE A. 
Proof. Each olg is a C*-automorphism and therefore maps Ah 
(=h If-dj’t 1 t e se a om e ements of A) into itself. Let Eh be the real-linear 
span of F, and regard (Ah, Eh) in their natural duality. Clearly Y 
leaves Eh invariant, so by restriction and Proposition 1 we obtain a 
weakly continuous dual representation (ah, “h) of G on (Ah, Eh). 
Moreover, if x E Ah, then 11 x 11 = sup++ I+(x)/, where 
&=G$~Ea:/I~I/<.); n = 1, 2,... 
Indeed; 11 x 11 3 sup dEEl I469 2 SUPINE I +(4l = II x II by Lemma 1. 
With JZZ = {E, ; n = 1, 2,...} this implies that 9-d coincides with the 
norm-topology of Ah. Since A is separable, so is Ah and each set E, 
is metrizable in the topology a(Eh, Ah). Each ag is norm-preserving 
on Ah so ah is locally equicontinuous. By Theorem 6 it now follows 
that ah is norm-continuous on Ah. Since each element x E A is the 
linear combination of two self-adjoint elements, the theorem follows. 
We now specialize further, and consider representations by 
*-automorphisms of A. 
DEFINITION. An automorphic representation of a locally compact 
group G on a C*-algebra A is a homomorphism (Y : g -+ 01~ of G 
into the group of *-automorphisms of A. 
Suppose that A is concrete, i.e., operates on a Hilbert space H. 
We say that an automorphic representation 01 of G on A is operator 
weakly continuous if the map (g, X) -+ OJ,(X) of G x A into A is 
separately continuous when A is given the weak operator topology. 
In other words, if W is the linear space spanned by the vector states 
x -+ (x.$, 5); x E A, f E H, then to say that 01 is an operator weakly 
continuous automorphic representation of G on A, is the same as 
saying that 01 is a continuous representation of G on A by *-auto- 
morphisms, where A is given the topology (Y(A, IV). 
COROLLARY 1. Let 01 be an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of G on a concrete norm-separable C*-algebra A. Then 01 
is norm-continuous, i.e., g + e in G implies that I/ a,(x) - x jl + 0 for 
each XEA. 
Proof. F = the convex span of the vector states is full by [7-J, 
Theorem 2.2. By assumption on cy it has an adjoint v on W, and 
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(a, v} is a weakly continuous dual representation of G on (A, W> 
which clearly satisfies the conditions of Proposition 1, so that (A, F, v) 
becomes a dynamic system. The desired result now follows from 
Theorem 7. 
The next result is known, and is stated here for the sake of com- 
pleteness. 
COROLLARY 2. Let LY be a weakly continuous automorphic represen- 
tation of G on a C*-algebra A. Then 01 is norm-continuous. 
Proof. Corollary 1, Section 3. 
Let cy be an operator-weakly continuous automorphic representation 
of G on a concrete C*-algebra A. Each 01~ extends to a *-automorphism 
of the von Neumann algebra R generated by A, and thus we obtain 
an automorphic representation of G on R (see [2] for details). Each 
(extended) 0~s is continuous on R with the weak operator topology, 
but it is not clear that g -+ (a,(~) E, 0; ,!j E H, is continuous for each 
x E R, i.e. whether CII also is an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of G on R. However, if this is true, then we say that 01 
is extendable. In [2] we obtained a criterion for a to be extendable. 
Using this criterion, we are now able to state the following result. 
Let F be the convex set of normal states on A, and let N be the linear 
space of all normal linear functionals on A. 
THEOREM 8. Let A be a concrete C*-algebra operating on a separable 
Hilbert-space H. Suppose 01 is an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of G on A. Then 
(i) 01 is a continuous representation of G on A with the topology 
44 N). 
(ii) 01 has an adjoint representation v of e on N. 
(iii) (A, F, v) is a dynamical system. 
(iv) v is norm-continuous, i.e., g -+ e implies that /I ~~(4) - + I/ -+ 0; 
4 E N. 
(v) 01 is extendable. 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 1 [2], and (ii) follows from (i). 
F is full by Theorem 2.2 [7], and (iii) follows from Proposition 1. 
Let R be the von Neumann algebra generated by A. The unit ball R, 
of R is metrizable in the o(R, N)-topology since H is separable 
WI, PP. 34-361, so A, = the unit ball of A is metrizable in the same 
topology. Each vg : g E G, is an isometry of N, and hence in particular 
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v is locally equicontinuous with respect to the norm-topology of N. 
So Theorem 6 applies to give (iv). By the Kaplansky density theorem 
([4], Theorem 3, ch. I, Section 3), A, is a(& N)-dense in R, , so the 
norm of any element 4 E N as a linear functional on A is the same as the 
norm of rj as a linear functional on R. Hence in particular by (iv), 
the maps g + v&6)( x are continuous for each 4 E N, x E R. Hence 01 ) 
is extendable by Theorem [2]. The proof is complete. 
6. AUTOMORPHIC REPRESENTATIONS ON VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
In this section let R be a von Neumann algebra, and let N be the 
linear space of all normal (i.e., ultraweakly continuous) linear 
functionals on R. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 01 be an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of G on R. Then cy has an adjoint representation v of e 
on N which is norm-continuous. 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 1 [2], and Corollary 1, 
Section 3, since N* = R ([4], Theorem 1, ch. I, Section 3). 
One may ask whether an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of a group on a von Neumann algebra is norm-con- 
tinuous. The answer to this, in contrast to the situation for separable 
C*-algebras, is in general negative. Recent results by Kallman [8], [9] 
show that for large classes of von Neumann algebras, norm-continuity 
of an automorphic representation a of R, will in fact imply uniform 
continuity, i.e., if g -+ e then jl 01~ - T II---f 0 where T is the identity- 
transformation. As shown by Kallman, this fact imposes severe 
restrictions on G and R. Nevertheless, a certain amount of continuity 
still prevails. 
THEOREM 9. Let 01 be an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of G on a von Neumann algebra R. Let 
A = {x E R : g + a,(x) is norm continuous}. 
Then A is a C*-subalgebra of R, dense in R with respect to the weak 
operator topology, and invariant under 01. 
Proof. We first show that A is a C*-subalgebra of R. Let x, y E A, 
g, h E G and suppose g -P h. Then 
(1) II o(g(x + r> - %(X + r>ll 
G II 44 - %(X)II + II %(Y) - %(Y)ll -+ 0 
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(2) II %(XY) - %L(XY)II 
< II %(X> S(Y) - 44 4Y)ll + II %W %(Y) - %(4 4Y)lJ 
G II %7(x>ll II %7(Y) - %(Y)Il + II 44 - %(4/l * II %(Y)II 
= II x II * II %7(Y) - %h(Y)lI + II Y II * II 44 - 4+ll- 0 
so xy~A. 
(3) II %7(x*> - %@“)ll = ll(%(4 - %Lw* II 
= II %7(x> - %(4/ - 0 
so x* E A. 
This shows that A is a *-subalgebra of R. Now let x belong to the 
norm-closure of A in R, and let x, + x, x, E A. Then, if g -+ h: 
II 5764 - %(X)ll G II 44 - %JG%>ll 
+ II %JbJ - ~&4ll + II %(%z) - %(X)/I 
= II x - %I II + II olg(xn) - %bJll + II *n - x II. 
For arbitrary E > 0 we may choose x, so that (I x - x, Ij < e/3, and 
then choose g so that the middle term is less than e/3. Then 
II “g(X) - %(X)lI < E, so x E A. Hence A is norm-closed in R. Next, 
we show that A is a-invariant. Let x E A, g, E G, and let g --+ h. 
= I/ %&) - %&)Il - 0 
Hence aIIO(x) E A, so A is a-invariant. 
since gg, -+ hg, . 
It remains to verify that A is dense in R in the weak operator 
topology, which is the same as showing that A is a(R, N)-dense in R 
([4], Theorem 2. ch. I, Section 4). We first observe that the a(R, N)- 
closed, convex hull of any a(R, N)-compact subset of R is o(R, N)- 
compact. Indeed, R is the norm-dual of N, and N is barrelled, so if 
K is a o(R, N)-compact subset of A, then K is contained in some 
multiple of the unit ball of R ([IO], 18.7) which is convex and 
u(R, N)-compact. Next, 01 is a continuous representation of G on R 
with the topology u(R, IV), so Theorem 2.1 in [12] is applicable. 
Hence R contains a linear subspace M which is dense in R in the 
topology a(R, N), and, by the definition of A must be contained in A. 
The theorem follows. 
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Our last result is concerned with still another form of continuity. 
Let (X, Y) be a pairing of linear spaces. The Mackey-topology 
T(X, Y) for X relative to Y is the topology of uniform convergence on 
the family of all convex, circled, relatively o( Y, X)-compact subsets 
of Y. It is the strongest locally convex topology r for X such that 
the dual of (X, F) is Y ([IO], 18.8). 
THEOREM 10. Let OL be an operator weakly continuous automorphic 
representation of G on a won Neumann algebra R. Let R have the 
Mackey-topology r(R, N). Th en 01 is a jointly continuous representation 
of GonR. 
Proof. OL is a representation of G on R, since each ag is continuous 
([IO], 21.4). It follows from Theorem 2 that OL is jointly continuous 
once we know that it is locally equicontinuous. N is a Banach space 
with dual R, so the convex hull of any relatively a(N, R)-compact 
set is relatively o(N, R)-compact ([IO], 17.12). Hence, by Lemma 1, 
Section 3, it is sufficient to show that there is a neighborhood U of e 
in G such that {v,(K) : g E U} is relatively o(N, R)-compact for each 
a(N, R)-compact, subset K of N. Let U be any compact neighborhood 
of e in G, and let K be an arbitrary u(N, R)-compact subset of N. 
Let E > 0 be given. By Theorem 1 [I], there is a positive element 
p E N and a real 6 > 0 such that if x E R, and 
)0(x*x + xx*) < 6, then 1 $(x)1 < E for all 4 E K. (1) 
Now let C = {V,(P) : g E U}. The map g -+ V,(P) is u(N, R)-continuous 
and U is compact, so C is u(N, R)-compact. So again by Theorem 1 
[I] there is a positive p1 E N and a real 6, > 0 such that if y E R, and 
Pl(Y*Y +YY*) < h* then 1 V&)(Y)/ < i for all g E U. (2) 
Now suppose x E RI+ and p&x) < 6,/2. Then 
p&*2 + 2x*) = &#) < 2Pd4 . II 2 II G 2flc4 -=c 4 * 
Hence, by (2), if z E RI+ and 
f&) < 2, then ] vg@)(2)I < 4 for all g E U. (3) 
We claim that if y E R, and 
fl(Y*Y + YY*) < 4 9 then I4Mr)l < E for all 4 E K, gE U. (4) 
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Indeed, if y E R, and pl(y*y + yy*) < 6,) then Q(y*y + yy*) E R,f 
and ~dib*y + YY*)) -c W, so b(3): 
%(PMY*Y + YY*N < ; ; g E u. 
Consequently 
6 > PMY*Y + YY*)) = f&J(Y)* 4Y) + 4Y) %(Y)*>~ 
for all g E U. Now a,(y) E R, for each g E G, so by (1): 
i.e., 
I 4(%W)l < l forall $EK, gEU, 
I %c#J)(Y)l < E for all + E K, gE U, 
which proves (4). By Theorem 1 [I] it now follows that {v,(K) : g E u) 
is relatively o(N, R)-compact. The proof is complete. 
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